The front cover below, and our feature on Bradley Nook Farm that follows, are from the Summer/Autumn 2017
issue of the Vegan Organic Network’s magazine Growing Green International. This issue was published in July 2017,
and you can see more about the magazine (and about VON) at www.veganorganic.net/growing-green-international
On July 2nd, Countryfile (a BBC TV programme) interviewed Jay Wilde the farmer, Iain Tolhurst who has been
advising him, and John Watson at Hillside Animal Sanctuary where most of Jay’s cattle now live. The nine minute
segment is at www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFAu6FOXVkg and a shorter BBC film with separate footage is at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kEchDPXvtA
VON on Facebook Our Facebook group currently has around 6,600 members. If you want to discuss ideas
about stockfree organic growing and farming, or ask questions etc, it's the place to go (free to join but you do
have to be a Facebook member first): www.facebook.com/groups/veganorganicnetwork

From cattle farming to stockfree organic
An interview with Jay & Katja Wilde of Bradley Nook Farm
Another world is possible
Last January, when I arrived at Bradley
Nook cattle farm to meet farmer Jay
Wilde and his wife Katja, and walked
through the farm gate, I was immediately
transported back to my childhood. The
ground was muddy and mucky because
of the rain, and the large muck heap was
steaming. Not happy memories.
On the farm where I worked in the Ely fens in the east
of England, we culled the cattle and diseased poultry for
the market every Thursday. Other workers had to load
the animals into the transport that took them to the
market because the stockmen who cared for them
invariably disappeared when the truck arrived. It may
appear to be illogical, but these rough and ready men did
not wish to be part of the death of those they had cared
for and reared. Cattle for the auction and the butchers,
poultry for the hotels.
Although these memories are more than 70 years
ago this scenario continues to be repeated worldwide.
Despite their sensibilities none of the stockmen, or the
farm owner, were to make the life changing decision that
Jay has made. To understand why Jay had this change of
heart please read our interview that follows.
Bradley Nook farm, near Ashbourne in Derbyshire,
comprises 70 hectares (172 acres) of which just one is
woodland and the rest grass. There is no horticulture.
There are several outbuildings, a modern cowshed, two
hay barns and a Victorian farm house. They had over
70 cattle. How to rehome them was seen as a major
problem. How could we find homes for so many
animals? Until this issue could be resolved, the
transition from beef to vegan organic farming could
not be put into practice.
To our immense surprise and relief, Hillside Animal
Sanctuary in Norfolk agreed to take most of the cattle
while Jay & Katja opted to keep a small number as rescue
animals. The plan for vegan organic horticulture could
now be implemented. Just as importantly, the transition
that Jay has made provides a model for other farmers in
the UK (be they cattle, chemical or conventional organic)
to make the transition towards cruelty free growing,
and a world free from exploitation and environmental
destruction with its knock-on effect of ill health, both
physical and psychological.
Cattle and dairy farmers in America, Germany,
Israel, Canada and the Netherlands, have made a
similar transition. We hope to include their experiences
in future issues of GGI.
We, the Vegan Organic Network, together with the
Vegan Society and other organisations that share our
ideals, must work cooperatively to ensure the Bradley
Nook transition becomes a living example that Another
World is Possible.
David Graham, chair of VON
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Our front cover photo shows Katja & Jay on the far right
with Vegan Society staff who visited the farm in April.
Campaigns officer Tom Kuehnel is in the middle,
with (from left to right) Peter Smith,
Dominika Piasecka and Louise Davies.
All photos at Bradley Nook © The Vegan Society 2017
How long have you been cattle farmers, and what
prompted you to take such a dramatic decision?
Was the transition from beef to stockfree organic
farming a huge step?
The farm has been a livestock farm since Jay’s parents
bought it in 1956. For the first 40 years dairy cows were
kept, but then most of the dairy herd was sold and in 1997
the remaining cows formed the basis of an organic beef
herd.
Jay became a vegetarian about 25 years ago. After his
father’s death in 2011 he took over the farm. He struggled
to keep it going as a cattle farm and felt very conflicted
about sending animals to slaughter, but could see no other
way of keeping it in agricultural production.
For quite a few years, environmentally-minded groups
have held summer gatherings on the farm. During one
recent such event, Patrick Smith from Veggies Catering in

Iain Tolhurst (who is also in the
smaller photo on our front cover, with Katja)
digs holes at Bradley Nook to check the soil condition
www.veganorganic.net

Nottingham mentioned that some
people were unhappy to find
themselves on a beef farm and he
offered to put Jay in touch with the
Vegan Society.
We established contact and the
Vegan Society expressed interest in
visiting the farm. Peter Smith, then
the head of communications, and
Tom Kuehnel, campaigns officer,
visited in December 2016.
Four weeks later another meeting
took place, including David Graham
from VON and Iain Tolhurst from
Tolhurst Organic, to investigate
the suitability of the farm for
stockfree organic farming and to
discuss what might happen to the
animals. Sending them to market
would not be a very good way to enter
into compassionate farming. It was
decided that VON and the Vegan
Society would try to find places for the
animals in sanctuaries.
On the one hand, going stockfree seemed an enormous
change as the entire history of British agriculture has been
based in one way or another on farm animals. But, on the
other hand, as Jay has been a vegetarian for about 25 years
and found it very difficult to send animals to the abattoir,
it came as a great relief that this would no longer take place
on the farm.
What were your reactions when Hillside Animal
Sanctuary in Norfolk agreed to take most of your
70+ cattle? Before considering growing crops,
re-homing the animals appeared to pose a
major problem.
At first it seemed very unlikely that places could be found
in sanctuaries for all the animals. So, when Hillside offered
to take them all as a complete herd, we were incredibly
relieved that they would all be able to live together in one
place.
You’re keeping a small number of cattle. How
much of the land will be required for grazing and
winter feed?
We are keeping 11 animals, four of which are pregnant,
as our own rescue animals. Most of them are virtually
pets, having been hand-reared. The fields we keep in the
grazing/fodder cycle cover 49 out of our 70 hectares; this
includes the area protected by the Countryside Stewardship
scheme. This will provide more winter feed than we
require, and the excess could be sent to Hillside or else
sold.
Are you planning to plant trees? Trees would
absorb methane emitted from any cattle you might
keep and would improve the ecology of the area.
Is there a subsidy for this or for any other
developments you have in mind?
We are very interested in planting trees on the farm,
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Jay in the farmyard
possibly ones which could provide food crops for people or
wildlife. We will seek the advice of the Woodland Trust on
achieving this, possibly with subsidies to help cover the cost.
How much land for growing crops are you likely to
need in order to make a living? And do you think
there will be the demand for your fruit and veg
from the surrounding area?
There are no vegan growers in our area, so this will be
our USP (unique selling point). It is unlikely that we
will be able to make a living solely by arable/horticulture,
but we hope that added ventures will make the project
viable.
Considering the quality of the soil and an ongoing
Natural England stewardship agreement, we identified
four fields suitable for arable crops; one of these,
however, will be used as a venue for events as a source
of income.
We want to put two polytunnels for vegetables in
one field, and grow field crops in the other two, which
adds up to around nine hectares.
When do you anticipate starting to grow crops?
And are there any particular crops you have in
mind?
Iain Tolhurst recommended onions, potatoes and
brassicas for a start, until the soil has been improved with
his stockfree and virtually non-dig method of growing that
will support more refined crops. We will prepare the fields
with lime after hay time, and it seems the first crops will be
grown in 2018.
Will you require help and advice with the
horticulture?
As we have no experience whatsoever we will need advice,
which has been offered by Iain Tolhurst. We also plan to
engage an experienced grower to manage the process as we
www.veganorganic.net

Some of the cattle shortly after their arrival at Hillside Animal Sanctuary, Norfolk, in June
cannot provide the labour required between the two of us.
The need for volunteers is a given.

sending animals to slaughter, and how the cows “have
strong emotions” and “strong ties between individuals”.

Do you have plans for the outbuildings?

On July 2nd, Countryfile (a BBC TV programme)
interviewed Jay, and Iain Tolhurst, and also showed the
cattle and other animals at Hillside. The nine minute
segment is at www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFAu6FOXVkg
and a shorter BBC film with separate footage is at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kEchDPXvtA

Yes, the agricultural conversion is only the first step of
a project that will embrace the entire farm, provided
planning permission can be obtained. The idea is to
combine a vegan eatery with living and working spaces
which will provide activities for visitors in keeping with
the vegan perspective.
In order to capture the public’s imagination we
wondered if you would consider giving Bradley
Nook the subtitle Freedom Farm. We think
this name would strike a social, emotional and
political chord with people, for example freedom
from slaughter, death, want, pollution, fear,
cruelty, etc.
Yes, that sounds a good idea.
Iain Tolhurst, a stockfree farmer for more
than 20 years at VON’s main farm centre in
Berkshire, has been your principal adviser.
How helpful has this been to you?
Iain’s advice is essential to us as we have no prior
knowledge of stockfree organic growing.
We at the Vegan Organic Network, and the
Vegan Society, have been very supportive of
your transition. Is there any particular area in
which you would value our continuing help?
We would appreciate the input of both organisations
as you are experienced campaigners who can provide
know-how and publicity. u
The cattle arrived safely at Hillside Animal Sanctuary
on June 12th (see panel), and soon afterwards many
stories appeared in the mainstream press on the lines of
“Vegetarian farmer saves cow herd from abattoir” (The
Independent). Jay was also interviewed on BBC national
and local radio, where he talked about the difficulties of
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The Vegan Society’s website has a feature about the
farm’s transition: www.vegansociety.com/whatsnew/blog/new-farming-future (includes a link to
their Grow Green campaign).

A welcome at
Hillside Animal Sanctuary
The quote below is from Hillside’s Facebook page
“We were so pleased to welcome the herd which included
many heavily pregnant cows. As you can see from the
pictures [above and front cover], they soon settled in to
their new surroundings at the Sanctuary. The farmer could
no longer bear to send his 60 cows to the horrors of the
slaughterhouse. Instead, at considerable financial loss
[about £50,000 according to the Countryside BBC TV
programme], he made the very compassionate and
generous gesture of allowing his last herd to live out their
days at Hillside before going on to concentrate on growing
organic vegetables. Hillside is home to nearly 400 rescued
cows, 1900 horses, ponies and donkeys, 600 sheep and
goats, 300 pigs and lots of other rescued animals.”
Over 65,000 people ‘liked’ Hillside’s Facebook post with
photos, and it was shared more than 12,700 times. Over
3,700 comments were added (most very supportive, for
example “I love the fact that he sent them to Hillside
instead of taking the easy option”).
Hillside Animal Sanctuary: www.hillside.org.uk
Facebook: www.facebook.com/HillsideAnimalSanctuary
Appeal for donations to help feed and care for the cattle:
www.tinyurl.com/hillside-cow-rescue
www.veganorganic.net

